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Editor’s Introduction
We use the term “big data” with the understanding that the real game changer is the connection
and digitization of everything. Every portfolio is affected: finance, transport, housing, food,
environment, industry, health, welfare, defense, education, science, and more. The authors in this
symposium will focus on a few of these areas to exemplify the main ideas and issues.
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The term “big data” is something of a misnomer. Every generation of computers since the
1950s has been confronted with problems where data was way too large for the memory and
processing power available. This seemed like an inconvenience of the technology that would
someday be resolved when the next generation of computers came along. So what is different
about big data today? The revolution is happening at the convergence of two trends: the
expansion of the internet into billions of computing devices, and the digitization of almost
everything. The internet gives us access to vast amounts of data. Digitization creates digital
representations for many things once thought to be beyond the reach of computing
technology. The result is an explosion of innovation of network-based big data applications and
the automation of cognitive tasks. This revolution is introducing what Brynjolfsson and McAfee
call the “Second Machine Age.” This symposium will examine this revolution from a number of
angles.
Our authors will argue the big data challenge is the not technical problem of moving the
maximum amount of bits in the minimum amount of time, but the scientific challenge of
formulating methods to represent the complex and entangled systems that we must design and
manage to run the modern world. This goes beyond “computational analytics” that abstract
statistics from large data sets; “data mining” that discovers useful structures in combined data
streams; and “visual analytics” that display multisource data as ingenious maps, color-coded
images, and multidimensional videos to aid understanding and inform decisionmaking.

Interconnected Digital World
We will use the term big data with the understanding that the real game changer is the
connection and digitization of everything [1]. We now have the potential for anything
knowable to be included in the synthesis of information relevant to the design, planning and
management of the many entangled and increasingly complex systems of the modern world.
http://ubiquity.acm.org
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With this interpretation, big data is the sign that everything is changing. Every portfolio is
affected: finance, transport, housing, food, environment, industry, health, welfare, defense,
education, science, and more. Our authors in this symposium will focus on a few of these areas
to exemplify the main ideas and issues.
Not even education, the bastion of learning knowledge-based professions, has escaped this
revolution. The most obvious is the emergence of massive open online courses (MOOCs) where
hundreds or thousands of students worldwide study online courses at no charge. MOOC
platforms now collect and analyze every keystroke and gesture of every student, enabling the
system to adjust its pace and style to individual learners. Twenty years ago this was not only
impossible, it was unthinkable. Another new emerging education technology is the online
competency based module (OCBM), which focuses on having the student develop and
demonstrate a specific skill set, such as network configuration or management. Employers are
beginning to accept certificates from OCBM companies as evidence of skill in lieu of university
diplomas.
Twenty years ago, the technological capability for recording entire courses and keeping detailed
student records did not exist. That has changed. Our technology can easily handle complex
courses and many thousands of student records. The internet can provide high-speed access
around the world. Now data analytics can support “personalized” paths through the syllabus
material, attuned to individual student learning styles. For example, using digital data from the
half million school students studying a mathematics program in France, a relatively small
number of preferred paths can be abstracted and that prospective students can be directed to
their most suitable study path for them [2].
Science is being revolutionized by digitization. Fifty years ago scientific knowledge was mostly
stored on paper as books, scientific journals, conference proceedings, and handwritten
correspondence. Individual libraries gave scientists access to local subsets of this information,
but searching for literature often involved very slow inter-library loan requests to other libraries
for photocopies of articles or to borrow books. Today all new scientific information is online
accessible thanks to rapid internet searches. Scientific societies have placed their entire
libraries in online digital libraries. Interestingly there is still a digital divide in scientific
information: Publications before approximately 1985 were often not originally available in
digital form and had to be scanned as images into PDF documents. This is not suitable for their
content to be indexed by internet search engines. However these are increasingly being
converted to machine-readable form thanks to OCR. Scientific information is now collected
into huge databases such as PubMed and the Digital Patent Archives. Even greater changes in
http://ubiquity.acm.org
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the organisation of science have been envisaged. For example, in 2014 an international
federation of over one hundred universities and institutes, the Complex Systems Digital
Campus, or CS-DC (http://www.cs-dc.org), was recognized by UNESCO as a Europe–Latin
America–Africa UniTwin network to share scientific and educational resources worldwide. This
growing federation of institutions aims to enable new ways of doing science using digital
resources. It is organized into e-departments and e-laboratories supporting collaborative
research and teaching across the scientific domains. This digital approach promises that
collaborative science will be conducted at a fraction of the cost of conventional scientific
exchange. The CS-DC will enable outstanding researchers in Africa, Latin America, and other
less wealthy regions to participate in collaborative international research. The science research
enterprise will never be the same.
Cities exemplify the impact of digitization, connectivity, and ubiquitous computing in the
current transformation toward smart cities. Transportation systems within and between cities
are managed using local data from fixed and moving sensors, including vehicle navigation
systems and drivers’ mobile phones. Some cities have extensive video surveillance to support
the police and emergency services. Internet-hailed taxi services (Uber) and rooming services
(Airbnb) are popular among consumers and contested by city officials. Citizens increasingly
demand public internet access, for example when waiting for friends at cafés or checking the
progress of the next bus. Smart meters optimize our home use of electricity and water,
contributing to city-wide and national targets for sustainability. Indeed it has been found some
of us change our behavior to keep up with our environmentally friendly neighbors [3].
Increasingly digitization and connectivity are changing the way we live and the way our cities
work, at local, national and global scales.

Economy, Society, and Politics
People around the world are looking to computing technology to solve other large-scale
problems. The global financial crash for 2008 showed that the world of banking is much more
interconnected than was previously realized. Today’s turmoil in North Africa and the Middle
East creates huge human and political problems as refugees risk their lives in large numbers to
reach safety in Europe—which itself is trying to manage many deep problems cross-border
movements. Drug abuse is global with complex interactions between supplying nations,
consuming nations, and international crime. Water is increasingly becoming a strategic
resource and source of conflict. How can nations and humankind manage these complex
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problems? In this symposium our authors investigate the extent to which big data is necessary
or sufficient for their solutions in the context of global systems.
The stories above hardly exhaust the supply of examples. Personalized health enables
individuals to receive treatment tailored to their own genetic makeups and personal histories,
rather than one-size-fits-all standardized treatments. In the meantime, health insurance
companies make more precise assessments of an individual’s risks, with associated targeted
premiums. As another example, big data is routinely used in advertising and marketing to find
social trends and target individuals for products and services—sometimes welcome and
sometimes intrusive or unsettling.
Another important dimension of big data is its impact on politics. For example, the 2012 reelection of President Barack Obama is partly attributed to targeted use of social media [4].
Similarly, Twitter is considered to have been a factor in regime change during the Arab Spring.
Today social media is widely used as a tool for terror. At the same time, those fighting terrorism
and crime seek greater power of surveillance by legally gaining access to internet traffic and
telephone data, thereby compromising the freedoms and privacy of innocent citizens. Big data
is a two-edged weapon, serving crime and terror with the same indifference that it serves
democracy and freedom. For example, it has recently been suggested Russian hackers
subverted the 2016 U.S. presidential election [5].

The Digital Age is Here
The turn of this century was marked by one silent, but very crucial moment: For the first time in
human history, the volume of digital data has surpassed the volume of analog data produced.
Not only has rapid growth of the social networks and its number of users exploded, but also
converging technologies have enabled omnipresent, always connected devices producing
torrents of a wide variety of data generated each and every second. Initially it was observed as
an interesting millennial-driven phenomena, but it soon became obvious that important
economic changes will follow. Right now, we see a number of jobs are in peril thanks to digital
content, services, and transactions. Internet shopping evolved into a new economy, called
sometimes “service economy” and recently renamed into “digital economy.” Interestingly
enough, as humanity passed from Agriculture Age into Industrial Age and now enters Digital
Age, we see very similar phenomena happening. New technologies are destroying old jobs and
are creating new ones, but not with the same speed or quality. Large migrations are provoked
by the new economic circumstances, and societies are divided into supporters and opponents
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to inevitable technological changes. We observe the each and every age brought technologies
with double-sword effect: producing new and destroying old. Thus, we can only hope that big
data (as raw material) will bring more benefits than damages to the forthcoming digital
economy (digital goods and services) for the benefits of the entire humanity. But inevitable
already started: We live in the digital age.
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